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An Ogam Consaine inscribed artifact from Windmill Hill, Wiltshire, England

	
   In case you have not already seen this, I send for your evaluation a 
reproduction of illustrations of artifacts reported by  Stuart Piggott  in 
his Neolithic Cultures of the British Isles, Figure 14, page  87.  The  ob-
ject depicted at Figure 14, 8, (see below) seems significant. 	
 	
               

	
       - Professor Charles Bailey     
	
 	
   6450 Virginiatown Road     
	
 	
   Newcastle, California 95658

Barry Fell responds as follows:-

	
    I thank Professor Bailey for his attention and for forwarding 	
   
	
    the details. A decipherment appears on the next page.	
        
	
    The presence of ogam inscriptions in British megalithic sites, such 
	
    as Windmill Hill (Wiltshire) has not hitherto been recorded.  As 
	
    the language is obviously K-Celtic (Gadelic), the makers of the 
	
    inscribed artifacts must be considered Gadelic-speaking Celts.

    Inscribed ogam consaine amulet excavated at Windmill Hill, and
    ascribed by British Archaeologists to the late  Neolithic, ca
    2000 B.C.  Bronze Age artifacts were also found.  The ogam in-
    scription, though carefully illustrated by  Stuart Piggott, was
    not recognized as such.

    Decipherment (reading is boustrophedon)

	
           B-YA-N  M-T   D-N  D-M

    which may be understood in Gadelic  Byanu mat, dion  diom 

	
 	
       "Good Mother-goddess, a protection for me."

    The name Byanu, written in the same manner as above, was reported
    from the outer face of the left-hand entrance orthostat of the
    stone chamber at Vermont where Byanu is depicted on the ceiling,
    (America B.C.  photographs on p. 238).  Despite this, the chamber
    is claimed to be of Colonial age by some archaeologists.
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from video taken at Avebury Museum by Scott Monahan, Dec. 1986
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